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Joshua Berman, senior manager of electronic claims and denials at Cleveland Clinic, wants to make 
himself obsolete. When that happens, he plans to give credit to the IT department at the Cleveland, 
OH medical center. 
  
“My goal is to put myself out of a job with zero denials,” Berman tells Inside Healthcare 
Computing. “The only way to do that is to trend data.” 
  
Homegrown Denials Database Contains Millions of Records 
 
Cleveland Clinic’s six-year-old, homegrown denials database contains millions of SQL records. 
Those denials require additional information to be paid, such as the referring physician’s name or 
additional patient registration information. That database is “where the magic happens,” Berman 
says, because it uses hundreds of pages of hospital-created rules to assign each denial to a work list 
for manual intervention. 
  
The database is great for looking up facts about a specific denial, but it’s not good at crunching 
massive amounts of information to identify the source of problems. “In any one month, I can get 
hundreds of thousands of denials,” Berman says. “I couldn’t see the big picture of things I needed to 
look at.” 
  
For example, a coder in one specific area may have an accuracy problem. Or, an IT system change 
may be causing date fields to come up empty. Fixing the problem at the source is more efficient 
than manually processing denials one at a time. Locating that source, however, requires crunching 
millions of records to find subtle patterns. 
  
IT Employee Recommends Data Exploration and Visualization Tool 
 
It was a Cleveland Clinic IT employee (“the smartest person I know,” Berman says) who suggested 
that Berman try a software tool he had seen advertised in an IT trade magazine. He credits the 
$1,800 program with saving $20 million in its first year of use. 
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That colleague recommended the Tableau Desktop data exploration and visualization application 
package from Tableau Software of Seattle, WA. Berman bought a single workstation license for his 
PC after a free trial. 
 
“Tableau allows going back into our database and showing the trends,” Berman says. “The result is 
that we can find problems where someone is doing something wrong. Or, we might change one of 
the rules to send certain kinds of work to a different person.” 
 
Problems, Trends Found Early 
 
Berman says most of the big savings came from simply getting work to the right person faster. 
  
“The biggest thing is what I send my executive director,” he says. “One is reporting, which 
everyone loves. I did a report on denials received in 2007, which would have been virtually 
impossible using Excel. Second is trending and finding problems before they happen.” 
  
Tableau is as easy to install on a PC as Excel, Berman says. It opens data from a wide variety of 
sources: Excel, Access, SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, text files, and other databases and business 
analytics applications.  
  
CIO: Be Problem Managers, Not Problem Solvers 
 
Other Cleveland Clinic departments are interested in using Tableau, Berman tells us. The day we 
talked to him, in fact, he was “playing around with crunching 835 data, the file transmission that 
goes out to the insurance companies and back in.” 
  
Berman credits Cleveland Clinic’s IT department with encouraging his initial experimentation. “IT 
is very cool to let us do stuff,” he says. “Martin Harris, the CIO, tells IT not to be problem solvers, 
but to be problem managers. He doesn’t want them just solving the problem heads down. The IT 
guys send information on stuff that could help and I do the proof of concept.” 
  
Denials aren’t just about money, Berman insists. They’re a pain for patients, too. “Everything we do 
is because our patients come first,” he explains. “We want the patient to have a seamless service, 
like when they drop their car off at the shop and pay their bill. All they should have is a co-pay or 
deductible. Patients don’t like it when their first Explanation of Benefits (EOB) says ‘charges 
pending’. Wouldn’t it be great if it just said ‘charges paid’?” 
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